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Now that we have ceased to feel like the characters of an Hollywood’s production,
we must deal with the need to foresee the moment in which economy will restart
and we will begin our path to normality.
What is clear is that the roadmap to normality will not be easy and immediate, we
shall proceed step by step, restarting economy per grades. What is clear is that the
roadmap to normality will not be easy and immediate, we shall proceed step by
step, restarting economy in grades.
It is still not possible, at this moment, to understand if the restart will be made by
politics authorities by production chains, but surely it will take some months. It is
easy to predict that it will take place not before the autumn, with some differences
from country to country, according to the moment of the pandemic peak.
Whatever are our thoughts and our aims today, it is sure that they will not be the
same tomorrow, as conditions change so quickly more than we can manage to
make programs for the short and medium terms.
Some optimistic speakers predict a wide resumption after the lockdown, since
consumption will resume worldwide as the people returns spending money and
enjoying life after the long period of isolation and fear.
From this point of view must be intended as very inspired the choice of holding
Tube 2020 in December: it could be the right moment to take advantage of the will
to restart of companies and insiders. What we know for sure is that the decision to
postpone the exhibition in late February was very timely and appropriate, and courageous, especially because it was assumed in a moment in which pandemic was
not so clearly recognized at all levels and here in Italy we all were worried more
to be excluded from all international events than they were delayed or cancelled.
The recommendations issued by Cecimo to National and European decision makers to avoid dissolvement of European Industrial potential are clear and strong:
tax relief, credits, extraordinary financial aids, payment facilitation framework, infrastructures, reprogramming of structural funds. The question is if these countermeasures, when applied, can be enough. The sensation is that the only way to get
out of this incoming world economic crisis is completely think over the industrial
and economic structure of our times: without a complete palingenesis of our economic framework it is hard to think how our companies can come out from the
global lockdown. It is not the moment to think on our own, but to create relations
that can aid everyone to restart: companies, governments and people must meet
the idea that we must preserve the markets, and preserving the markets means first
of all preserve employment that means in turn preserve companies, productive capabilities and commerce. No other way out than imagine a year or two of cooperation between Countries and companies worldwide in a sort of new globalization
aimed at common protection.
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ALPIGNANO MARCO

The future of machine
tools whatever they are is
to be electric

Written by: Dott. Ario Triplotto

allowing you not only to be able
to reuse them all, but also all your
equipment, and to renew your
machine park without having to
increase the number of machines
used.
As you can see from the photos,
the machines have been deprived
of all that cannot be reused for
the transformation, resumed and
restored in the mechanical parts
with cutting-edge technologies
specifically designed for these
transformations and possibly applicable with small modifications
to each different tube shaping
machine.
Currently the project has been
carried out for the following types
of machines:
BLM AST 35 NC
BLM AST 50 NC
BEMA PAN 10 X 6
BEMA SER 12 X 6

For a greener and less polluted future, because they have a less impact on the environment than hydraulic machines have generated
up to now, both in terms of energy consumption and the quantity
of oil to be recycled (when possible) or of oil not recovered and
consumed during use.
Not to mention the reliability
and repetitiveness factors in production cycles.
It is precisely in this perspective
and goal that the idea and the
need to fill the market gap between hydraulic and new electric
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machines was born.
ALPIGNANO MARCO has been
present on the market for many
years, first as the sale of well-known brands in the sector and
now after many years of presence on the market in the sale and
complete retrofitting of machines
for processing and transforming
pipes, profile bars and wire, has
developed a project aimed at reusing all the old tube-forming machines (for now) and transforming
them into FULL ELECTRIC.
The goal is to transform YOUR
old and hydraulic machines,
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from the editorial
FULL ELECTRIC RETROFIT END FORMING MACHINE

A BEMA PAN 10X6 YEAR 1996 is
currently under construction.
In the photos you can see the
BEMA PAN 10 X 6 which will become FULL ELECTRIC 12 TON 6
STEPS.

In the electrical and electronic
design, of course, the possibility
of using rotating tools on the machine according to the needs and
requirements of the end customer
has already been considered.
But the most interesting and innovative part turns out to be in
the study of its electronic and
management part that will allow
you to take full advantage of technology 4.0. There are settings designed and targeted specifically
for machine management in production, which we will be happy
to list and demonstrate to you in
our offices if you are interested in
transforming one of your machines, or to buy one of our machines ready for delivery.
The machines are equipped with
a cnc control on which we have
decades of experience in software management, which for the
occasion has been specially designed by us, tested for your needs,
after appropriate in-depth studies
and research at tube shaping
companies.

TECHNICAL DATA
INDUSTRIAL PC WITH 		
PROGRAMMING 		
ON WINDOWS 10
Video 17” touch screen
CAN / OPEN 			
COMMUNICATION 		
WITH DRIVERS AND CARDS
ISO OPEN I / O 			
PROGRAMMING
INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY 4.0
COMMUNICATION 		
CONNECTABLE 		
WITH CUSTOMER ERP
INPUT / OUTPUT DIAGNOSIS
REUSE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT
12 WORKING TON
WORKING STROKE 200 MM
SPEED 150 / MM – SEC
CYCLE TIME 6 PASSES A / R
TRAVEL 150 MM = 18 SEC
TELEASSISTANCE
MACHINE CAN BE WITH N
STEPS
ROTARY TOOLS
MARCO ALPIGNANO
www.tubewire.com
phone 0039 335 / 606 77 96
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CECIMO

Fighting Covid-19 begins
from policymakers’ choices
and additive manufacturing
European businesses are facing
an extraordinary challenge caused by the outbreak of COVID-19
We have been witnessing the devastating impact of the crisis on
our society and our way of living.
The public health emergency we
are facing will also disrupt the industry’s economic performances,
as we are only in the early stages
of the crisis.
CECIMO member companies are
nevertheless showing great resilience in these difficult times.
Our companies, as part of global
value chains operate, produce
or have business relationships in
China and other impacted countries. At the same time, our industries are of strategic importance
for Europe, with a total turnover
of around 27 billion euros only
in 2019, and we represent one
of the most innovative sectors,
contributing to research and innovation in fields such as additive manufacturing, robotics and
artificial intelligence.
For these reasons, CECIMO welcomes the Corona Response In-
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vestment Initiative, which is part
of the European measures presented by the European Commission
on 13 March 2020 and the European Central Bank´s comprehensive package of monetary policy
measures, presented on 12 March 2020. However, at the present
time, it is impossible to foresee
how long the crisis will last. Therefore, CECIMO stresses the need
for joint actions when supporting
the European industry and implementing measures to help the real
economy and guaranteeing the
well-being of the employees of
our national associations’ member companies.
CECIMO calls upon national and
European decision-makers to put
into place immediate and effective measures that would protect
the European machine tool builders and our supply chains, and
overall, ensure that Europe remains competitive.
CECIMO therefore recommends
the following measures:
• Tax relief schemes for companies or temporary tax breaks,

Written by:
Dott. Alberto Manzo

especially on charges that affect businesses directly.
• Specific lines of credit for
manufacturing
companies
or special, emergency loans
for Small and Medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) that are or
will be experiencing financial difficulties due to the
COVID-19 outbreak.
• Eligibility for extraordinary
financial aids, supported by
the ECB and the EIB, to avoid
potential bankruptcies and
suspension of payment deadlines.
• A payment facilitation framework for businesses during this exceptional period.
• Safeguard critical public infrastructures, such as transportation networks, across
Europe.
• A quick and clear reprogramming of the European
structural funds.
• Support
the
short-term
adjustment in SMEs logistics and supply channels (e.g.
established screening protocols, uptake of new technologies, etc.).
Filip Geerts, CECIMO Director
General, says “European industries will thrive if the European
institutions and the Member States work together and listen to the
manufacturing community. More
than ever, we need prompt and
decisive action by the EU Council
and European machine tool builders are willing to cooperate”.
The current COVID-19 outbreak
is causing severe shortages of essential medical equipment, particularly in those countries with
the most significant number of
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from the editorial
T
NEWS

patients.
With the recent “call to action”,
CECIMO, the European association for Additive Manufacturing,
has been in direct contact with
companies who have offered to
help in this time of need. However, many of them have pointed
out that various regulatory requirements could potentially block
their contribution.
“I believe that the additive manufacturing sector could provide
immediate solutions to sustain the
effort of hospital workers in the
middle of this emergency. However, it is in the best interest of all to
clarify the regulatory issues in order to move forward quickly and
in a way that is not going to delay
immediate actions”, says Filip Geerts, CECIMO Director General.
Therefore, CECIMO calls upon
policymakers to address the following issues:
• Use government’s official channels to communicate any requests to print parts, upload a list of
essential supplies and provide the
necessary files for printing to tho-

se companies who request them.
• Temporarily waive the Medical
Device and Product Liability Directive requirements that would
hamper AM companies’ response
to the extraordinary demand of
equipment by healthcare sector.
• Provide temporary authorization to use patents of essential
supplies and services without the
consent of patent holders.
• Cooperate closely with the customs authorities to accelerate the
approval procedures for imports/
exports of essential supplies and/
or 3D Printing Hardware and ensure free flow of essential supplies
and/or 3D Printing Hardware within the EU’s internal market.
• Include the AM sector in the list
of the essential value chains that
should continue its activities during the lockdown period.
• Enable a quicker and smoother
access to the market of new essential medical and protection
equipment, by providing temporary access to certification, in
response to the coronavirus outbreak.
Furthermore, CECIMO encourages policymakers to:
• Develop and approve a fast
reprogramming of the European
structural funds in line with what
the was recently approved by the
European Parliament. This action
should aim to improve the provisioning of the health sector in
general and, those sectors such
as the AM, especially involved in
supplying hospitals and other health institutions.
• Prioritize the scale-up of the
European manufacturers’ capabilities addressing pressing issues

such as shortage of components
or equipment.
CECIMO call to action
to manufacturing companies
to help hospitals in need
In this moment of public health
emergency caused by the outbreak of COVID-19, the healthcare
sector is facing unprecedented
challenges.
In particular, the virus outbreak is
causing severe shortages of critical medical equipment in hospitals or limited access to essential
pieces, in particular valves or
ventilators.
CECIMO was requested by the
European Commission to address its membership and query
if it would be able to aid in producing equipment (for instance,
valves or ventilators) that hospitals are lacking due to the COVID19 outbreak in Europe. Consequently, CECIMO has decided
to expand the call for action to
all manufacturing companies, urging everybody who has the possibility to do so, to assist the needs of hospitals all over Europe.
The response from CECIMO Members has been so far very positive,
with many companies especially
from the 3Dprinting industry already volunteering to aid hospitals
and health centers by proposing
the use of their machines.
CECIMO believes that indeed
also the additive manufacturing
sector can be of great help to reach immediate solutions. A good
example is the case of the Italian
start-up Isinnova, which offered
their printer to a hospital in lack
of valves for their medical devices.
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ASMAG

Asmag’s linear drive
saw - increased performance
in tube welding lines
ASMAG has developed and successfully implemented an economical solution for increasing the
performance of existing tube welding lines with the new LINEAR
DRIVE Saw.
Flying saws are typically the
“bottleneck” in most tube lines
according to the feedback from
manufacturing companies.
For this reason, ASMAG has developed a completely new generation of flying saws based on 3
essential requirements:
• Productivity
• Easy integration into existing
lines
• Safety
The result is the LINEAR DRIVE
Saw.
The first special feature is the
linear motor together with the
lightweight built saw carriage.
This combination enables significantly higher acceleration rates
than possible with normally used
mechanical drive elements and
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allows return speeds up to 400 m/
min.
Second is the inhouse manufactured ASMAG saw gearbox in
combination with the material
clamping unit which are specifically designed to optimize cutting times and to generate long
life times of the saw blades.
The benefit in the daily operation
of these two innovations is an
increased productivity due to a
higher line speed and the option
to cut shorter lengths at actual
speeds.
The complete saw is designed
as a “plug and play” concept.
All units, including the electrical switch cabinet and lubrication unit are fixed on a steady
self-supporting base frame. The
saw is completely assembled and
tested in-house and afterwards
shipped ready-to-use as one piece. This eliminates costly and time-consuming foundation work,

Written by: ASMAG Press Office
WELDING

complicated wiring on-site as
well as long commissioning times
when replacing the saw in an existing line.
The protective housing built out
of noise protection elements allows a save operation of the saw
and a high functionality in terms
of accessibility.
With regard to Industry 4.0,
another focus has been put on
the software including many useful functions. Clear pictures in the
visualization ensures an easy and
simple setting of all necessary parameters as well as good access
to previous saved product parameters.
The ultimate goal of all innovations on ASMAG’s LINEAR Drive
Saw is to increase the financial
return on the welding line for the
manufacturer. We invite you to
contact ASMAG’s headquarter in
Austria for any further information regarding the LINEAR DRIVE
Saw.
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3C CLOMEA

Clomea offers machines
of various sizes and
technology, all reversible
3C CLOMEA is an Italian company that designs and manufactures bending machines and equipment for processing metal pipes
and profiles. Founded in 1944, it
has decades of experience in the
mechanical sector. Over the years, the company has expanded
its production and currently has
a wide range of models of bending machines of various sizes
and with different levels of technology. The machines are reversible, to allow you to choose the
working position (horizontal or
vertical) according to the space
available.
Our machines are equipped with
different models of electronic and
numerical controls: the latter allow you to manage single-pass
machining cycles to create multiple consecutive radii on the same
bar, as well as automatic multi-pass machining cycles to create

simple geometries. The import of
DXF files, the possibility of connecting to the network and remote assistance are other functions
present in our controls, easy to
use and intended to speed up and
meet the needs in the different
sectors. The versatility of the machines, in fact, finds application
in numerous fields and different
industrial sectors such as metal
carpentry, furniture and lighting,
shipbuilding, railway or automotive, the production of windows,
facades and verandas and roofing
in general.
Using special equipment, our
bending machines ensure the management of concave and convex
radii in a single processing step,
or the creation of spirals with variable pitches and radii, programmable and automatically controlled by the CNC.
Our technical office designs,

Written by: CLOMEA
BENDING

develops and builds rollers and
equipment aimed at ensuring maximum precision during all work
phases and minimizing deformations on the material. The steel
rollers allow you to work on rough profiles, painted or subjected
to other treatments. Like the machines, all equipment and rollers
undergo a rigorous testing before
delivery. We offer a training service to the staff who will operate
on the machine, in order to verify
the functionality of the machine
itself and the conformity of the
equipment, as well as a consultancy and assistance service.
The particular attention paid to
the requests and needs of our customers allows us to offer customized solutions, which allow us
to extend the field of application
of our bending machines and to
fully satisfy those who turn to our
company. A single machine for
the most diverse needs.
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MARCEGAGLIA

Marcegaglia, a worldwide
leader for welded tubes
Marcegaglia confirms its leadership in the European steel processing industry with stable volumes
of production and sale (-0,3%) in
2019: the company aims to consolidate its primacy, continuing
its growth path through internal
and external lines.
Marcegaglia launched a plan of
investments for an amount of approximately 600 million € over
the next five years to strengthen
the activities of its main plants in
Italy and abroad. For the M&A,
in December 2019 Marcegaglia
group, through its subsidiary
Marcegaglia Plates, has acquired
from Evraz Group SA 100% of
the share capital of Evraz Palini &
Bertoli, a company specialising in
the manufacturing of heavy quarto plates with over 400.000 tonnes of steel processed every year
and a turnover of 216 million €.
The company has been renamed
Marcegaglia Palini & Bertoli.
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In 2020, Marcegaglia expects to
reach 5.8 million tonnes of finished products, produced and
shipped.
As far as internal capex is concerned, key projects under realisation are: the new highly specialised/performing cold rolling mill,
two major cogeneration plants,
a significant improvement of the
logistic capabilities in Ravenna,
an empowerment of stainless and
carbon steel tubes production
and stainless steel finishing.
Digitalization and energy efficiency programme remain central. In June 2019 Marcegaglia
group signed a seven-year loan
agreement with the European
Investment Bank (EIB) for 100
million euros to cover the costs
of digitization (56%) and energy
efficiency (44%) of its production
plants, in support of the expansion and development programmes of its activities.

Written by: Mr. Ario Triplotto

Professional training is becoming
important too: Marcegaglia has
created an internal Academy and
launched the project “A Steem
for Steel” driven by Marcegaglia
Foundation, which is aimed at
explaining and emphasizing the
importance of STEEM studies in
secondary schools.
In 2019 Marcegaglia group celebrated the 60th anniversary of its
foundation with the new project
of Casa Marcegaglia, a permanent museum structure standing
on an area of 1,300 square meters that will trace the history of
the founder, of the family and of
the company.
Marcegaglia is the first producer
of carbon steel welded tubes in
Europe and the first producer of
stainless steel welded tubes in the
world.
“The short-term goal is to grow
and exceed the current 1.5 million tons produced in the European plants through the implementation of the full production
capacities available in some historical plants of the company,
such as Gazoldo degli Ippoliti”
says Mr. Enrico Paladini, who has
been appointed Sales & Marketing Director of Marcegaglia Carbon Steel Tube Division in July
2019.
“Through our R&D team, synergy with all the world producers
of raw materials upstream of the
supply chain (slabs and hot rolled coils) will be strengthened,
including a stronger integration
with Marcegaglia Ravenna, that
produces over 3 million tons of
pickled, cold rolled, galvanized
and pre-painted coils.
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STEEL PRODUCTION

We aim to transfer to the market
the continuous evolution of the
mechanical characteristics of the
products and the best shape performances, through the research
of the tightest tolerances on steel thicknesses and the development of different surface finishes,
such as coated, galvanized and
pre-painted steels.”
“The Forlì plant is the largest in
the world for the production of
stainless steel welded tubes”,
says Mr. Egidio Bini, Purchasing
& Sales Director of Marcegaglia
Specialties. “Here we recently
added other new laser welding
lines. The plants in Ergene (Marcegaglia Turkey) and Vladimir
(Marcegaglia RU) are also going
to be strengthened. In Turkey
we are adding a new laser mill,
enlarging our local production
range to the industrial and diary
products with a capacity of 3.000
tons per year.
In Russia we will increase our
production of polished tubes, installing another polishing machine for better answer to increasing

demand in this specific sector.”
“Marcegaglia is also reinforcing
its presence in the cold-drawn
tube business, offering the market
a greater production capacity, a
wider range of products and dimensions but above all an integrated supply chain”, says Mr. Alberto Pessina, Sales & Marketing
Director of Marcegaglia Carbon
Steel Cold-Drawn Welded Tubes
Division.
“Marcegaglia Novero joined our
group in June 2018: in 2020, the
remaining 20% of the company’s
shareholding will be acquired. Within a three-year period

Marcegaglia Novero will reach a
production of over 20 thousand
tons of cold-drawn tubes per
year, for a turnover of more than
40 million euros”.
In addition to the already launched new Supply Chain program,
Marcegaglia wants to prepare a
more performing telematics tool,
Web Portal, to meet the needs of
a multi-plant company, highly diversified and with a production
program unique in the world
such as the Marcegaglia group.
The goal is to make available to
the market in a simple, interactive
and immediate way a lot of transversal information.
Marcegaglia also launched a new
project for a quantitative and
qualitative development of its
presence in the automotive sector at a multi-product level (carbon and stainless steel flats and
tubes). Through the strengthening
of the sales network, the creation
of a dedicated supply chain and
a specific R&D staff, Marcegaglia will increase sales volumes,
completing the qualitative range
required by the automotive segment.
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TUBE DÜSSELDORF

New dates for Wire and
Tube Düsseldorf:
7 to 11 December 2020
The world’s leading international trade fairs for the wire, cable,
tube and pipe industry, wire and
Tube, will take place from 7 to 11
December 2020 at Düsseldorf
Fairgrounds.
This is Messe Düsseldorf’s timely
response to the postponement of
the industry highlights announced at the end of February. It
was agreed in consultation with
all partners involved in order to
counteract the increasingly dynamic developments regarding the
possible spread of the coronvirus.
“It is very important for us to inform you of this new date as soon
as possible in order to ensure
planning security for the entire
industry and its partners,” says
Wolfram N. Diener, Managing
Director of Messe Düsseldorf
GmbH, and adds: “Our customers and partners can trust us to
act calmly and responsibly even
in difficult situations.”
Existing contracts with Messe
Düsseldorf remain valid for the
new date, visitor tickets already
purchased remain valid as well.
2,600 exhibitors in 15 halls are
expected to present their latest
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machinery and equipment for
wire and tube production, processing and finishing, end products, products and services.
The Düsseldorf hotel industry is
also sending out an important signal through its umbrella organisation DEHOGA (Trade Association for the Hospitality Industry):
“We appeal to our members and
the entire industry to be flexible
when it comes to rebooking by
exhibitors and visitors. The Düsseldorf trade fairs such as wire and
Tube play an enormously important role for the city, the hotel industry and the catering trade. It
would be counterproductive not
to show goodwill in this situation,” as both DEHOGA-Representatives Giuseppe Saitta (Chairman Düsseldorf/District Group
Rhein-Kreis Neuss) and Rolf D.
Steinert (Düsseldorf/Rhein-Kreis
Neuss Hotels and Tourism Group)
emphasize.

Written by: Mr. Alberto Manzo
Photo by: Messe Dusseldorf/ctillman

Wire and Tube are not the only
events that Messe Düsseldorf postponed.
Many exhibition worldwide have
been delayed or cancelled by the
German fairground.
The leading national Indian trade fairs wire India, Tube India,
METEC India and India Essen
Welding & Cutting will take place from 25 to 27 March 2021 at
the Bombay Convention & Exhibition Centre. By postponing the
events until next year, the Indian
organiser Messe Düsseldorf India
is reacting to the current dynamics with regard to trade fair shifts
in the international calendar of
events for metal and metallurgy
trade fairs and COVID-19 and its
unforeseeable after-effects worldwide.
Together with partners from business and industry, the situation
was reassessed and the difficult
decision was made to postpone
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the successful metal trade fair
quartet until spring 2021. Around
400 exhibitors from 25 countries
are expected to attend.
Friedrich-Georg Kehrer, Global
Portfolio Director Metals and
Flow Technologies of Messe
Düsseldorf, explains: “We are
very grateful to our exhibitors and
partners for their support in these
difficult times. Together we will
master the challenges ahead. All
the more reason to look forward
to welcoming you all to Mumbai
from 25 to 27 March 2021”.
The FABTECH team has been
closely monitoring the rapidly

increasing health and safety concerns related to the Coronavirus,
COVID-19. After careful evaluation of currently available information, the FABTECH Event Partners made the difficult decision
to postpone both the FABTECH
Mexico and FABTECH Canada
2020 events. With FABTECH Las
Vegas more than 7 months away,
we are proceeding as planned
and look forward to the opportunity to re-engage the community
in person November 18-20.
Bi.Mu., one of the main events
helding in Italy, is still scheduled
for Octber 14th to 17th:

Euroblech is confirmed from 27th
to 30th October in Hannover.
New Hall 26 of Hanover exhibition grounds to host exhibitors of
joining technology as well as surface and tool technology.
The show organisers, Mack Brooks Exhibitions, have now announced the expansion of exhibition space for EuroBLECH 2020
with the addition of a ninth hall
for the first time in its history.
This reflects a further increase in
exhibition space compared to the
previous event in 2018, which
covered a total of 89,800 square
metres.
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Solid carbide and HSS circular saw
blades and circular knives
For more than 80 years, CALEYRON
manufactures precision circular
saw blades.
- Solid carbide circular saw blades
- HSS & HSS-E circular saw blades
- TCT circular saw blades
- Special circular saw blades
- Circular knives
These blades are manufactured
from Ø 20mm up to Ø 600mm.
The precision and the care granted
to the saw blades CALEYRON assure a total guarantee for the quality which can satisfy the highest
requirements.
We can determine the best tool for
your application thanks to our technical support.

Desalu
specialised in
silencers for
exhausted pipes
In DESALU S.L. we are specialized in the manufacturing of silencers for exhaust pipes (original and after-market equipment)
for the automotive industry. We
provide cutting, deburring, perforating, end forming and welding
service, using our own in-house
manufacturing technology. Up
to the present moment we have
been devoted exclusively to the
car sector, but we are currently developing some motorcycle
projects too.
All our processes are supported
by the experience gained by our
founders working in FORD Motor
Co in Canada, the USA and Spain
for over 20 years before setting up
DESALU S.L. Our team consists
in 21 people, working in 2 shifts
on our 4,000 square metres premises.
We export almost 100 % of our
production to different countries
in Europe and Argentina, collaborating with our customers
in the development of projects
for different commercial brands:
BMW, Mercedes and Volkswagen
among others.
Special processes:
OVAL PERFORATED PIPES:
Desalu can perforate and make
oval shapes on the tubes with a
tolerance of
+/- 0.3 mm.
BENT PERFORATED PIPES:
Desalu can perforate bent pipes
in order to avoid hole deformations and cracks.
We can perforate 25 mm from the
bend.
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EFD Induction
supplies weldac
and sinac seam
normalizing
system
EFD Induction supplier of HF
Welding systems and Seam Normalizing to record tube mill.
EFD Induction has been awarded
a large order for tube welding and
seam annealing equipment by Zekelman Industries, for what will become
the world’s largest ERW tube mill.

Zekelman Industries, North America’s largest independent manufacturer of hollow structural
sections (HSS) and steel pipe, has
chosen EFD Induction to supply
induction heating equipment at
their new Atlas Tube operating facility in Blythville, Arkansas USA.
The equipment for producing
hollow steel section pipe for the
construction industry is to be installed at the new $150 million

Atlas Tube factory, which when completed in September 2021 will be
the largest continuous ERW tube mill in the world.
The order consists of one 2.000 kW Weldac for longitudinal seam
welding, along with five weld seam annealer stations powered by two
1.000 kW and two 800 kW Sinac heat generators, as well as one 800
kW Sinac with a traversing gantry solution to help minimize scrap. At
the customer’s request, EFD Induction assisted in the development of
the seam normalizing process by recommending equipment and process parameters for seam normalizing.
The induction equipment will be used to produce 28 inch (711 mm)
diameter pipe with up to one inch (25 mm) wall thickness, which will
be the world’s largest diameter high-frequency welded pipe.
Some of the round products will be formed to structural beams. While
the customer have supplied large HHS for many years already, the new
mill will allow the full range of these products to be made in the USA for
the first time and with a larger maximum wall thickness than previously.
Atlas Tube has used equipment from EFD Induction since 1996, and the
Zekelman Group operates a total of 15 Weldacs. They chose to invest in
yet another Weldac for their new tube mill based on their own experience with the reliability of these high-output solid-state welders, as well as
EFD Induction’s brand of customer service.
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Gamma Stampi, italian design for
metallic pipes and plate
Gamma Stampi designes and produces equipment and moulds for
metallic pipes and plate. Having started from metallic furniture, today
Gamma Stampi is a company which is able to supply products, services
and solutions in all sectors where the metallic pipes are. The full customer satisfaction is the necessary stimulus for a progressive improvement,technological adjustement and specific planning with high quality
standards.
RANGE OF PRODUCTS:
- Toolings for bending machines, tapering
- Cutting, grooving and punching Molds
- Molds for tapering and for conical pipes
- Standard and special hydraulic drilling units
- Special machinery with hydraulic units; automatic or semiautomatic
(transfer)
- Molds with hydraulic cylinder
- Special Molds for bending pipes, crushing
- Molds for metal sheets (progressive molds, block molds)
- Control gauges
- 3D machining with High speed CNC lathes with 3D CAD - CAM
systems
FIELDS IN WHICH WE OPERATE:
- Metallic furniture - Bike and Motorcycle - Automotive
- Building - Agricolture and Gardening - Hydraulic, Conditioning and
Boilers
- Metal shelvings - Fitness Equipment - Metal Carpentry
- Stairs and Greenhouses - Wrought Iron - Pipes for exhaust Alluminium Profiles
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Lorch’s Welding
Cobot beats user
expectations by a
mile
Lorch Cobot Welding Package:
quick installation, affordable purchase price and excellent for series production.
Lack of skilled labour, cost pressure, technology gap: These are
pressing problems in the welding
field that are particularly difficult
to solve for small and mid-sized
companies. An effective remedy
is automated welding: The enormous performance potential this
new technology has to offer to
companies truly comes to the
fore when the Lorch Cobot Welding Package is used in day-today production.
Its short installation times, tremendous ease of use and quick
integration into existing teams
are sure to entirely convince both
users and decision-makers.
Whether implemented as an initial solution or an add-on: Modern Cobot welding offers companies an incomparable option to
streamline their production flows
even further and actively respond
to the challenges the market poses today. Initial reactions reveal
that companies benefit from the
new technology to a much greater
extent than previously assumed.
“The installation of the Lorch Cobot exceeded our expectations by
far“, states Kurt Frank, Technical
Director at Resch Maschinenbau
GmbH in Bavaria, Germany,
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summing up his company’s findings after the first few months.
Small and medium production
runs are now completed in much
less time. “The Cobot finishes the
job with a speed that is dramatically faster than welding by hand.
Workpieces that would normally
take 45 minutes to finish are now
manufactured in five to seven
minutes”, corroborates Torben
Bruhn, master metalworker at
Resch. Aside from dramatically
boosting productivity at the manufacturing company, using the
welding Cobot also ensures weld
seams of consistently excellent
quality – once programmed, the
Cobot will weld complete batches with perfection.
Programming the Cobot does not
require extensive expertise in information technology. In Torben
Bruhn’s experience, “anyone with
the ability to use a smartphone
will have no problem programming the Cobot.” Workpiece data
such as sheet thickness or base
material type can be entered with
ease using the assistant system integrated into the Lorch Cobotronic software, which will also calculate the necessary parameters
including welding parameters
and welding speed automatically.
“Programming the welding Cobot

is fun and as easy to understand as can be”, reports Simon Ludwig,
welder at Hodapp GmbH in Achern, Germany. Until recently, the company welded everything by hand. But, even though automated welding
technology was a complete novelty to the staff, the welders had no trouble controlling it. The possibilities the intuitive handling of the welding
Cobot opens up for companies are twofold: it keeps experienced welders from being bogged down by routine tasks, offsetting the shortage
of skilled labour, and instils excitement in fledgling professionals for the
field of welding.
One key advantage of the Cobot solution to the user is how fast and
easy the system can be installed. Unlike conventional industrial robots,
which often require additional constructive measures and extensive initial training, the Lorch Cobot Welding Package is ready for use at the
companies right away. Johnny Ruyssinck, training supervisor at Hodapp

GmbH: “It took no longer than three hours for the Lorch Cobot to be
fully installed and ready to complete the first welding jobs.” Better yet,
once programmed with the optimum parameters by a professional welder, the Cobot can be used for further production by less qualified staff
members, achieving the same consistent excellence in the quality of the
weld seams. “This frees up highly qualified welders for jobs that call for
experts and their superior welding know-how.” Another aspect users
find especially helpful when it comes to getting the system up and running is the excellent support provided by Lorch’s Cobot partners – the
“complete package of welding expertise and service” easily swayed the
decision in favour of the Lorch solution.
The management was won over by the efficiency and flexibility the Cobot concept has to offer. “An assisting robot arm that does not need to
be housed in a protective cell - we recognised the enormous potential
of the Cobot immediately”, reports Thomas Kaysser, managing partner at
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Partnership
between
SDProget
and Remorides.
Cad for
industry 4.0

H.P. Kaysser GmbH + Co. KG from Leutenbach in Germany. Operating
with a state-of-the-art machine park that also includes large industrial
robots, his company has found that the Cobot Welding Package particularly shines when used for the flexible small-volume production of steel
and stainless steel parts. “The Cobot is the perfect supplement to our
toolbox”, states Ralph Schröppel, head of thin sheet production at H.P.
Kaysser. Extremely light at only 30 kilogrammes, the welding Cobot can
be moved with ease, takes up minimum space and can be immediately
integrated into any production environment without the need for a protective enclosure.
Paul Spronken, Head of Lorch Automation Solutions: “Whether our customers take their first steps towards automation or add the solution
to their existing automation production environment - their feedback
shows that our Lorch Cobot Welding Package helps the companies
exactly in the areas where they need support. The ease with which the
system can be programmed offers an entry point to automation and paves the way to Industry 4.0. Better still, it also offers customers a way to
improve their productivity even further by adding the welding Cobot to
their team of welders, successfully counteracting the ever intensifying
shortage of skilled labour.”
Lorch Schweißtechnik GmbH is one of the leading manufacturers of arc
welding systems for industrial applications and the demanding metal
working trade as well as for use in automation with robots and collaborative robot systems. For more than 60 years, Lorch’s premium quality
systems have been manufactured in Germany at one of the world’s most
cutting-edge manufacturing plants for welding equipment and exported
to more than 60 countries. The welding equipment engineered by Lorch merges first-rate suitability for real-world applications with superior
ease of use and outstanding efficiency, setting new technological standards in the marketplace.
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Opera4SPAC was born with the
integration of SPAC technology
for electrical design with that of
Opera Industry, Remorides cloud
solution for the management of
service activities.
SDProget Industrial Software has
partnered with the Mantuan company Remorides, from which the
Opera4SPAC solution was born,
thanks to which the CAD leaves
the confines of the office and arrives directly in the hands of installers and service technicians.
Opera4SPAC represents a real
innovation in the world of CAD,
thanks to the integration of the
SPAC technology for electrical
design with that of Remorides
Opera Industry for the management of technical activities in the
field. Thanks to the centralization
in the Cloud, those who draw
the wiring diagram can send the
tables on the smartphones connected to SPAC Automazione
using the Opera App, without
ever leaving the CAD environment and with the certainty of
secure transmission and storage
and reception in real time.
In addition, with the Opera4SPAC plug-in, the technician in
the field can report all the changes and notes to the tables of the
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wiring diagram from his smartphone, using photos, videos,
audio or even drawing freehand
on the screen, thus making them
arrive in the same environment
where they reach the designer in
a single integrated cycle.
Automate the interaction between the project and implementation
The partnership between Remorides and SDProget was born
from the need to align with the
demands of Industry 4.0, the new
trend of change of the intelligent
factory towards digitalization.
From the integration of Opera
Industry, a cloud solution for the
management of service activities,
and the electrical CAD SPAC,
a solution was born that allows
you to manage all the operating
phases in the cloud: from design
to construction, to testing, up to
installation and maintenance of
the system. Opera4SPAC makes
it possible to publish the wiring
diagram on the Opera cloud, thus
making it available, interactively
and bi-directionally, to all the
people who contribute to the
construction of the machinery or
system.
The scheme is available on a
special App for smartphones and
tablets so that it can always be
consulted, even remotely and
offline. Operators can enter notes on the diagram pages directly from their mobile device and
these are immediately visible to
the designer of the technical office, who in turn can mark notes
in real time on the diagram tables
and update the latter instantly on

the cloud. This interaction, which normally takes hours or days, thanks
to Opera4SPAC today can take place in a few minutes and wherever
you are.
Another important benefit offered by Opera4SPAC is in the possibility
of offering access to the diagrams and technical documents also to the
end users of the machine, therefore to the customers of the machine
builders or installers: having access to the Opera portal, end-users can
find all the diagrams of the machines they have purchased and have all
the information organized and accessible.
At the same time, exploiting the potential of Opera Industry, it is possible to create an electronic test check list, created by the designer and
carried out by the test engineer, available on tablet, attached to the order
to which the scheme is connected. The checklist translates into a FAT
document (company acceptance test) and SAT (customer acceptance
test), the two commissioning phases that precede the customer’s final
acceptance of the machine.
The designer is also able to set and follow all the internal acceptance
tests and the outcome of the final installation which, electronically signed by the customer for acceptance, together with the hours worked
and the expenses, can also go directly to the administrative offices for
the billing.
Concrete advantages and future potential
With Opera4SPAC the typical work flow of a design office can be managed with a single tool which, starting from the PC and extending on
the Opera cloud, is connected to the Apps to allow all the people who
work around the job from the point of view technician to interact easily
and quickly from anywhere in the world.
To allow you to “touch with your hands” the numerous advantages offered by this solution, a free kit is available for all subscribed SPAC users
that allows you to use Opera4SPAC in the basic version.
The great potential of Opera4SPAC does not end there: in the future the
machines connected to the Opera system in real-time will be able to
connect to the wiring diagram also for diagnostics and maintenance.
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Beamit signs letter of intent to
purchase 15 machines from SLM
Solutions
Lübeck, January 28, 2020. BEAMIT, Italy’s largest additive manufacturing service bureau, expands its additive manufacturing activities and
continues to rely on proven SLM® multi-laser technology. The Italian
service provider signed a letter of intent to purchase 15 Selective Laser
Melting machines from SLM Solutions within the next three years. The
commitment emphasizes SLM Solutions as the preferred supplier for
BEAMIT`s machines and shows the continues adoption of additive manufacturing technology.
BEAMIT as a leader in AM, selected SLM® technology again to order 15
machines of all types of including SLM®280, SLM®500 and SLM®800.
BEAMIT values the multi-laser technology that leads to higher productivity as well as the closed-loop powder handling for reliable, efficient
and safe production of dense parts.
“Through the replacement of single laser products with SLM Solutions`
multi-laser technology we are able to increase our productivity and provide competitive pricing to our customers, says Mauro Antolotti, Chairman and Founder of BEAMIT. He further emphasizes: “By partnering
with SLM Solutions, we can meet our customer`s requirements to build
high quality parts at increased productivity and expand our facilities.”
The commitment is in line with the expansion of BEAMIT´s plant, which
is then more than twice the size of the previous space.
Meddah Hadjar, CEO of SLM Solutions, says: “We are very pleased to
deepen our cooperation with BEAMIT and to be a long-term partner
in its additive growth. It shows the trust and the confidence in our machines and in our multi-laser technology. We are looking forward to a
successful future and collaboration not only on these products but also
for future NextGen products and technology developments.”
BEAMIT and SLM Solutions share a long-term partnership, jointly working on high-speed, top-quality parameters targeting the specific needs
of the customers.
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About SLM Solutions
SLM Solutions’ robust Selective Laser Melting metal additive
manufacturing systems optimize
fast, reliable and cost-efficient
production for complex, completely dense metal parts. The
company focuses on long-term
success, providing support and
knowledge-sharing to elevate
customer production. A publicly
traded company, SLM Solutions
Group AG is headquartered in
Germany with offices worldwide.
About BEAMIT
BEAMIT is a leading supplier of
metal-based additive production
components with the largest fleet of machines in Europe. The
company is a trusted supplier of
advanced metal AM-components
to demanding industries like aerospace, automotive, energy and
racing – and holds a number of
relevant quality certifications,
including AS 9100 for aerospace and NADCAP approval. Its
passion for work and the strength of its team are the characteristics that have accompanied
the growth of the company and
its expansion on the international
market. In July 2019, an industrial partnership with SANDVIK
was announced which will integrate, complement and expand a
value chain of AM applications.
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Amba:
cold-forming
replaces
multi-step
manufacturing
processes

nents being distorted during the assembly process. Until now the hollow
ends used to be shaped by machining, or as weldments to achieve the
desired shape of the hollow ends. However, with those methods, production rates of up to 60 items per minute were not realistic.

Cold-formed hollows for use in
automotive engineering.
Cycle time of one second sets
new standard.

The first machine of this type - which will be supplied in the spring of
2020 to a component manufacturer for the automotive industry - will
be designed with upsetting force of up to 25 t at either end, enabling
the machine to process steel and stainless steel hollows with outside
diameters of up to 20 mm. The two forming stations arranged in the
axial direction of the work piece feature fully automatic, high-precision
positioning systems, which allow for hollows in lengths between 450
and 800 mm to be processed on the machine.

TUBE 2020, while jumping,
meant the presentation of the
new cold forming machines by
AMBA (Aachener Maschinenbau
GmbH). Thanks to their unique
operating principle, these machines are the first to guarantee
precise alignment of the hollow
ends, while achieving highest
throughput rates.
For the transmission of torques,
mechanical engineering solutions rely increasingly on hollow
sections because they save significantly on weight compared to
solid sections, for example, in
automotive applications such as
shafts for seat back rests or as drive shafts.

In contrast to this, the new RH 08 synchronous machine from AMBA
forms both ends simultaneously. This operating principle ensures that
during forming both hollow ends stay perfectly aligned with each other.
With a cycle time of approximately one second, the machine achieves
an extraordinarily high output. The hollow sections leave the machine
ready to be installed, requiring no additional machining.

Manfred Houben, one of the Managing Directors of AMBA, sees significant cost benefits for the customers: “Cold-forming both hollow ends in
one synchronous process guarantees their perfect alignment. And with
through-put rates of about 60 pieces per minute we are definitely raising
the bar. The machine’s perfect synergy of high precision and high speed
enhances the reliability and efficiency of the manufacturing process. At
the same time, production costs are dramatically reduced as process
steps such as machining or welding – and the related handling – will be
eliminated.

In order to ensure a perfect,
backlash-free fit of the hollow
ends in the receiving mounting
part, the hollow ends have to be
manufactured with paramount
precision. It is critical for the hollow ends to be perfectly aligned
in the axial direction in order to
preclude any risk of the compo-
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Automated tube measurement
in high resolution
with the new tubeinspect

Postponement
of the Indian
Metal Fairs

The new TubeInspect is an update of our well-known turnkey tube and
wire inspection solution. It’s available in four system configurations, including HRC versions boasting higher-definition camera resolution for
improved measurement functionality. These new ‘high-resolution camera’ models will also deliver full automation capabilities thanks to
advancements made with the new version 7.0 of the BendingStudio software
platform, released alongside the new
TubeInspect range.
“TubeInspect has been constantly evolving to meet industry needs since it
was first launched more than a quarter
of a century ago,” says Christoph Dold,
TubeInspect Product Manager. “The
new TubeInspect is both a continuation
of that evolution and a huge advancement, and is built on our long years of experience working closely with
the tube manufacturing industry. We’ve seen that tube production is
more and more an automated process, but that quality control often remains a bottleneck. With the speed of the new TubeInspect and automatable functionality delivered by BendingStudio 7.0, this is a system that
makes tube and wire quality processes fully Industry 4.0 compatible.”

The leading national Indian trade fairs wire India, Tube India,
METEC India and India Essen
Welding & Cutting will take place from 25 to 27 March 2021 at

BendingStudio 7.0
Managing bending production and quality control from end to end
Alongside with the new TubeInspect range, the new version 7.0 of the
BendingStudio software platform is launching, introducing important
new functionalities to customers in tube and wire manufacturing.
BendingStudio 7.0 delivers digital CAD-Adaptors, allowing sufficiently
high-resolution measuring systems such as TubeInspect HRC models or
the Absolute Arm with RS6 Laser Scanner to accurately measure holders
and fittings without mechanical adaptors. Much like the new Hotkey
control button on the front of all new TubeInspect systems, CAD-Adaptor functionality will deliver reduced measurement handling time,
as well as making it easier to combine analysis of multiple production
steps within a single machine. Recent improvements to the BendingStudio software platform in version 7.0 improved the global system for
measuring, reporting and saving of information around the bending
process, as well as the operator independence with system sidelights
now fully controllable from within the software. And with the new TubeInspect’s upgraded camera systems, finer changes in tube diameter
will be measurable, as will smaller, rotation-symmetric ends, while the
accuracy of diameter measurements will also be increased.
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the Bombay Convention & Exhibition Centre. By postponing the
events until next year, the Indian
organiser Messe Düsseldorf India
is reacting to the current dynamics with regard to trade fair shifts
in the international calendar of
events for metal and metallurgy
trade fairs and COVID-19 and its
unforeseeable after-effects worldwide. Together with partners
from business and industry, the
situation was reassessed and the
difficult decision was made to
postpone the successful metal trade fair quartet until spring 2021.
Around 400 exhibitors from 25
countries are expected to attend.
Friedrich-Georg Kehrer, Global
Portfolio Director Metals and
Flow Technologies of Messe
Düsseldorf, explains: “We are
very grateful to our exhibitors and
partners for their support in these
difficult times. Together we will
master the challenges ahead. All
the more reason to look forward
to welcoming you all to Mumbai
from 25 to 27 March 2021”.
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By Incorporating
Hardox®
and Strenx®
steels in tippers,
fesan makes
sure not to
compromise
on quality
Turkish trailer and tipper manufacturer Fesan Makina, situated
in Konya, switched to Hardox®
wear plate and Strenx® performance steel to meet customer
demand for stronger, lighter equipment.
Being part of a continuously

growing market, Fesan also looks
for contracts in other countries.
“We’ve made a name for ourselves in Turkey and we now want
to be a big name in the rest of the
world, and we do that with the
help of Hardox and Strenx steels,” says Mehmet Baypınar, who
is responsible for domestic sales
at Fesan.
The implementation of Hardox®
450 wear plate and Strenx® performance steel met the company’s

expectations and more. Their new
multipurpose loads model, Dangal,
withstands harsh conditions, and
its design incorporates innovative
solutions.
By introducing Strenx® 700 and
Strenx® 960 steels in place of the
previous thick mild steel, Fesan has
shaved off about 800 kilograms
in the chassis. “Fesan was the first
company to use Hardox in the side
and rear doors,” Baypınar says. “The change to 1.5-millimeter Hardox
450 from 3-millimeter thickness in the doors has made the vehicle
another 600 kilos lighter just from the doors.”
No more dents in doors made with Hardox® wear plate
Earlier, the doors in the tipper bodies were made out of mild steel, so
deformation and severe dents would be a big issue for heavy loads.
But in 2015 Fesan decided to test using Hardox® 450 steel for the side
doors with supporting parts made of Strenx® steel, and the result was
extremely positive. “We got remarkable feedback about the quality, and
customer satisfaction was exceptionally high,” company founder Selim
Selvi says.
“Before Hardox and Strenx entered our lives, our trailers in Turkey would
weigh about 9 or 9.5 tons. After we began using Hardox and Strenx we
were able to decrease the weight in phases, first to 8,000 kilos, then to
7,000, and now 6,200 kilos.”
Why is less weight so important to your customers?
“Less weight of the vehicle means the possibility of carrying more product load and this translates into better productivity for the end user,”
Selvi explains. “Less fuel consumption saves money, and is positive from
a sustainability point of view.”
Fesan became a Hardox® In My Body member in 2019 to certify the
quality, and membership includes material support from SSAB.
What are Fesan’s plans for the future? Do you have your eyes on Hardox® 500 Tuf steel?
“Yes we do,” says Selvi. “We
have a new design and we’re
going to get technical support
from SSAB to start incorporating Hardox 500 Tuf. Fesan is
an innovative company and our
trademark is producing quality
products, and for that you need
quality material.”
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Swiss company extends the life
of cam operated automatic lathes
Tens of thousands of traditional cam-operated automatic lathes are still
tirelessly mass-producing precision parts for the watch, automotive,
dentistry and electronic industries globally. Though the official support
for these machining tools is limited, quality spare parts and tools are still
available thanks to the Swiss company UniParts.
The old-school cam-operated automatic lathes, also named Swiss-type
lathes, perhaps don’t look like much to the outside world, but they keep
on cutting, turning, taping, knurling and drilling crucial parts for a wide
array of products 24/7.
“The tolerance of the small parts that are machined is in many cases in
the region of one micron”, says Per Borg, CEO of tool maker UniParts.
“For the industries using them, these workhorses are true gold mines
that keep on spinning as long as spare parts are available. Because the
original manufacturers only offer limited support for these machines,
we saw a good after sales business opportunity and a way for
many industries to keep their
production costs down without
sacrificing quality.”
The oldest machine that the
company delivers spare parts
and tools for was made by Tornos before World War II. This
says much about the quality of
these machines.
“They are simple machines that can produce parts in very long series,
which make them extremely cost-effective and worthwhile to keep running”, says Per Borg. “Modern CNC tooling machines are more versatile
than a traditional Swiss-type lathe, but when the motors are worn out,
it is often best to invest in a new CNC machine with state-of-the-art
technology. Our job, however, is to maintain the old Swiss type lathes.”
Most of UniParts’ customers are end users, with service workshops as
the other main customer segment. The main markets are in Switzerland
and Europe, but India, USA and Japan are also growing markets.
“My main concern is that companies get rid of their perfectly functioning precision lathes when they run out of spare parts and tools”, Per
Borg says. “It is a pity, since these machines are extremely cost-effective.
The good thing is that we have a lot of spare parts available for instant
delivery for Swiss-type lathes made by well-known manufacturers.”
UniParts produces spare parts and attachments for most cam operated
automatic lathes made by Tornos, such as model MS7, and also for automatic lathes made by other producers such as Bechler and Petermann.
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Are grinding
machine
safety guards
overdesigned?
VDW tested minimum wall thickness of safety guards
Guards on grinding machines
are particularly important for ensuring operator safety. Grinding
wheels seldom burst, but when
they do, there is a great risk of serious injury to the machine operator.
Recent studies suggest, however,
that the enclosures commonly
used in gear grinding machines
(for example) could be overdesigned at present. Investigations
conducted e.g. by the VDW (Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken – German Machine
Tool Builders’ Association) and
the Institute of Machine Tools and
Factory Management (IWF) at TU
Berlin reveal that it is possible to
use safety guards which are up to
70 per cent thinner, depending on
the width of the grinding wheel.
These findings are now leading to
changes in ISO standardisation.
Overdesigned safety guards soon
a thing of the past?
The minimum wall thicknesses
for safety guards are specified in
ISO Standard 16089 “Machine
tools - Safety - Stationary grinding
machines”. For example, there
is a directly proportionate link
between the requirements concerning primary protective covers for gear grinding machines
and those for the full enclosures
located further away. The reason
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for this is that no specific safety
precautions were initially specified for the safety guards of gear
grinding machines (which do not
normally have a primary protective cover).
This is because the preceding
standard, EN 13218 “Safety of
machine tools - Stationary grinding machines”, did not explicitly
include gear grinding machines.
But this proportionate scaling
has been repeatedly questioned,
including by the Japanese association JMTBA, because it results
in overdesigned polycarbonate
safety guards and screens.
Major simplifications are possible
The member companies of VDW
Working Group 5, which is responsible for machine tool component safety, therefore concluded that new specification tables
were required for the full enclosures of stationary grinding machines.
A two-year project was thus launched by the IWF (TU Berlin) in
2012 to develop the necessary
test equipment. “The ensuing
burst and impact tests showed
that the thickness of the enclosure wall can be reduced by up
to 70 per cent, depending on the
width of the grinding wheel,”
explains Simon Thom, group leader for machine tool technology
at IWF (TU Berlin).
“This is very good news for the
machine tool manufacturers, who
are keen to avoid excess weight
in their machines. Reducing the
thickness of a sheet steel housing
by half a millimetre, for example,
will save 4 kg/m2 in weight.” This
also yields indirect savings because the motors for opening and

closing correspond-ingly lighter steel gates can be less powerful, or are
rendered entirely superfluous.
Unity among the partners
It is not only the industrial companies and the scientists who agree that
guards are overdesigned in such machines. The DGVU (German Statutory Accident Insurance System) based in St. Augustin and the BGHM
trade association in Hanover also carried out similar tests on a burst test
stand – with comparable results. The burst tests were conducted over
eight years. Then, at the end of 2019, the BGHM presented its report
covering a total of over 400 burst grinding wheels and more than 800
usable impact events. Based on this,
a safe design convention stipulating
3 mm for sheet steel with different
grinding wheel widths was drawn up
in conjunction with the VDW.
The consolidation of the results in
Germany was motivated not least
by comparable studies abroad. The
Japanese JMTBA association carried
out tests which found that some of
the previous standard specifications
set out in ISO 16089 could be reduced by up to 30 per cent.
Finally, in January 2020, a standardisation meeting was held in Tokyo,
where the Japanese and German findings were compared. The experts
agreed that the Japanese results for adapting the specification tables for
the primary protective cover, and the German results for the design of
the full enclosure should be incorporated into the ISO standard. A consolidated working paper will soon be prepared by the ISO Secretariat
at DIN in Berlin and submitted to the relevant public as a so-called
“Committee Draft” for comments. This is scheduled for completion by
October 2020.
Further investigations ongoing
Nevertheless, the existing results of the study on full enclosures in
Project 20438 “Safely dimensioned machine enclosures” of the IGF
(Industrielle Gemein-schaftsforschung) (see Figure 3) are being corroborated empirically and theoretical-ly. “We’re also using simulations to
highlight the worst case scenario. As our burst tests have shown, this
occurs when the outer edge of the fragment hits the guard. We can reproduce this type of impact in models with different materials, grinding
wheel widths and safety guard thicknesses. In this way we’ve succeeded
in simplifying the extremely complex burst tests,” reports Thom. “Our
plan for this year is to propose even simpler dimensioning procedures.”
The reduced minimum wall thicknesses which are now to be specified
in the ISO standard could therefore be made even thinner on the basis
of the further test results.
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What to do when the water pipes and
counters are frozen
Low temperatures and night frost can damage the water pipes and meters, even in the domestic environment. But it is enough to take a few
simple measures so that the frost does not cause damage.
To protect the counter from freezing it is recommended to use insulating
materials with which to wind it, the most suitable are polystyrene and
polyurethane foam. Absolutely not recommended the use of newspapers or cloths in cloth: in case of absorption of water and humidity, they
would only make the situation worse. The problem can be solved with
an insulated meter.
Obviously, the pipes must also be protected from the cold. It is unlikely
that frost will affect them if the house is inhabited and the water continuously used. But in case of freezing frost, or a few days away, the
advice is to open a stream of running water, so that the water in constant
movement avoids the formation of ice.
Prevention is better than cure, but in exceptional frost it may not be
enough. If by opening the tap we don’t notice water coming there can
be two explanations.
If a pipe has broken
due to frost and the
water is leaking before reaching the tap,
you must immediately
close the main valve
and call a plumber.
If, on the other hand,
the water is frozen
inside the pipes and
constitutes a plug for circulation inside the water system, it is necessary to heat the external part (meter and pipes) using a jet of hot air, for
example with a hairdryer : it takes some time, but you avoid thermal
shocks that could damage the pipes themselves. The alternative is to
wet the croaked section of the tube with boiling water, perhaps after
having wrapped it with rags. It is never prudent to use open flames for
defrosting, rather there are heating cables on the market, usually used
by professionals: it is an electrical resistance covered by a plastic sheath
that is wound in a spiral around the tube and subsequently connected
to the eletricity grid. The advantage of the heating cables consists in the
fact that they can also be applied to plastic pipes and not only metal.
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Colgate launches
the first vegan
and recyclable
toothpaste
in the world
A high density polyethylene tube,
the same plastic used for milk
containers, combined in different
grades and thicknesses in order to
be compressible, is the “secret”
of the first vegan toothpaste in
the world, produced by Colgate:
until now, toothpaste tubes were
considered among the most difficult materials to recycle because
they were made from a combination of plastic and aluminum.
In addition, the pasta contains
glycerin based on synthetic products or vegetables (and not, as
usual, produced with animal fat),
a quality that has allowed certification by the Vegan Society.
“Smile for good” is the slogan and
name used by Colgate to launch
the first vegan and recyclable toothpaste in the world. Two different products will soon be on sale
in supermarkets across Europe, in
Italy the price will be € 3.29 per
tube, more expensive than the
average but not too much.
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curious news

Six years with
a tube in the
stomach
The news dates back to this summer, but has returned to the limelight in recent days
thanks to a guest on
Rai Uno, in the Italian Stories program
conducted by Ele-

onora Daniele: Roberto Re, 51
years of San Giorgio Canavese,
in the province of Turin, lived six
years with a tube in the stomach.
The unfortunate in 2013 had undergone an operation in endoscopy for a gallbladder. For this
type of surgery two tubes were
used, the smallest of which however long thirty centimeters
- was forgotten in the stomach.
Obviously this unpleasant incident brought severe pain to Roberto Re, whom no one, in this
long period of time, has been
able to solve: even from plates
and ultrasounds, the plastic tube
was not visible.
Beyond the damage the mockery.
Re has filed a lawsuit but the case
has been closed, his lawyer has
filed an opposition but it is far
from safe to get compensation.

Sonata for Tubes
“Sonata per tubo” is a concert, in which the musicians play well-known
pieces from the classical repertoire with plastic pipes, and a circus show,
with acrobatic and juggling performances. Ferdinando D’Andria and
Maila Sparapani perform with the most incredible instruments, circus
tools that - thanks to their ingenuity, imagination and use of technology - become musical instruments in all respects: bass tube, tuboncello,
tubolino, mini - tubing, hula hoops sounding, clubs that become saxes
and sound diaboli.
“Everything we touch or do makes
sound: both the circus gear, the stage, and ourselves. We play the hula-hoop as a wind instrument, being
an empty tube inside. Juggling clubs
with holes and the addition of a balloon emit a sound similar to a sax.
By applying contact microphones
to the diablo’s sticks, we transform
visual juggling into sound and with
the possibility of developing musical patterns. The Chinese pole returns
the sound variations according to the height from the ground where you
are“. Actors, musicians and circus artists, Nando and Maila are among
the founders of a contemporary circus company that has its distinctive
feature in the mixture of languages, as musical clowns merge circus
action with live music, through a universal language and accessible to
audiences of all ages.

Re-edited the cartoon
“Down for the tube” in blu-ray
Recently re-edited in blu-ray by Universal, it is a cartoon from 2006,
produced by Dreamworks Animation in collaboration with the renowned Aardman Animations: we are talking about “Down for the tube”,
a film set in the maze of the sewers that has thrown into the world of
animation of trash irony with no brakes.
Fun and always current, the film tells the story of the Roddy St. James
house mouse, who lives in a luxurious London house and organizes
his days between vices and comfort. At least until an unexpected guest
arrives, the rude and intrusive rat Sid who, to take Roddy’s place, throws
him in the toilet. From here begins the adventure in the meanders of
Ratropolis, a city located in the sewers of London dominated by the
powerful and evil Toad, among singing snails, criminal toads and laboratory mice.
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SPECIAL SOFTWARE

Make simple what simple isn’t. A simplicity that immediately becomes the indispensable prerogative
of increasing efficiency. This is the spirit that has always driven companies that produce software
for industrial plants and machines. A constantly evolving sector that moves within an increasingly
automated production system in which the IT aspect cannot be a negligible item. Software are
increasingly the variables that can make the difference, details that can no longer be relegated to a
marginal second floor. An ever increasing complexity of calculation and operations that we want to be
more and more refined - also in the face of an increasing sectorialisation of the production system - it is
important that it is translated into a language that is as simple as possible. A language capable of taking
advantage of an increasingly accurate graphic interface for the use and consumption of the largest
number of people, even regardless of the different degrees of professionalization. Successfully carrying
out this delicate (and complicated) synthesis operation allows an increasing number of companies
(and people) to make their production system more and more efficient. A synthesis also able to bring in
dowry a significant and decisive reduction of costs to the item waste and error. And that’s not all: with
software it becomes easier and easier to organize and program production flows allowing optimization
of the work and the different times that must elapse between one phase and another. It is therefore
difficult to think that companies, more and more accustomed to measuring themselves in a competitive
international market, now more than ever, can give up such a spending chapter. Investing in simplicity
is worthwhile.
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Using Software in a smartly-controlled
Pipe-shop
The direct costs of pipe-spool pre-fabrication
are easy to see. You need the workshop, the
machines, and the man-power. The capital and
operational expenses for these can easily be
identified and calculated.
But the actual shop-floor operations are only
a small part of the overall fabrication cycle,
and the planning, tracking and documentation
of operations are a much larger cost factor.
Savings here are harder to quantify, but can be
significant. And a streamlined process for these
tasks not only reduces their own costs, but can only reduce costs on the shop-floor itself.
In order to have smooth operations on the shop-floor you need to have the following data:
• What will be fabricated during the shift?
• Which machines / operators will handle which process?
• Is enough material available for all spools?
• Which worker has the necessary qualifications and
permits to perform the work?
• How will the material be transported to the machine
/ work station?
• How long does it take a machine / worker to perform
a specific task / process?
• What are the machine parameters for each pipe to
cut or to flame cut?
In a conventional pipe-shop much of this information
is prepared manually or using Excel sheets, so it can be
a time-consuming and man-power intensive process.
In addition using hard-copies for your work orders
and documentation requires substantial amounts of
paper (and space for your documents), so it is not very
sustainable.
By using the RAMP workshop control system by 3R
solutions you can reduce both the time and the manpower required for planning, tracking and documenting
your workshop processes, while at the same time
reducing the ecological impact of these operations.
The RAMP software can be used to create optimized
work packages, which not only take the actual
capacities of the machines into consideration, but can
prepare all required instructions and data in a digital
format. This can include actual CNC data for operating
machines (plasma-cutting, bending, welding), or digital
work-sheets for pipe-fitters and welders, which can be
sent automatically to their destination
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By connecting the software to a scheduling and
warehouse management system, RAMP can
check whether the material for the selected spools
is available, and also prioritize spools that need to
be fabricated quickly. If material is not available,
but there is a suitable alternative, the software can
also make a substitution suggestion, and prepare
the appropriate report.
For the scheduling the software takes every
machine in your shop into consideration, the
target goal is to maximize the workload on all
available machine inside the pipe-shop. It will also show which machines will finish first with their workload
to be able to assign additional work to that machines. Or in case of a machine breakdown a spool can easily be
rerouted to free capacities. As the software also tracks the spools’ current work state, it can also help to compare
between the scheduled plan and the actual fabrication progress to check speed and detect bottlenecks.
The software can also streamline cutting operations, creating a nested cutting plan that reduces scrap and
rest pieces as much as possible. This can be achieved even if there are several parallel work packages. It can
also check whether a joint can be welded on a mechanized machine or not, and can allocate work orders
accordingly.
After fabrication and QA/QC the software can prepare a comprehensive report package for your customers and
your own archives. And by tracking every piece throughout the entire fabrication cycle, it is possible to create
a comprehensive spool and joint history for each item that leaves the shop.
By integrating the RAMP software into an automated pipe-shop, you can significantly boost your productivity
and reduce costs even further. Depending on the current operations, savings of up to 70 to 90% of work time
in planning and documentation can be achieved, along with the associated savings in expenses.

AUTOFORM
AutoForm TubeXpert R8
Unique Software Solution for Experts in Tube Bending, Forming and Hydroforming
AutoForm TubeXpert R8 provides a user interface, which allows for increased ease-of-use and workflow
efficiency through an innovative navigation concept. With this
software, experts in tube bending, forming and hydroforming
can define the complete process based on imported part
geometry and then use this information for rapid tool design
and simulation set up.
With AutoForm TubeXpert R8 users can perform accurate
springback simulation after any of the forming process
operations. The software then automatically makes the
necessary adjustments to the tool geometry and process
parameters in order to compensate the effects of springback.
The compensation functionalities can be applied to tool
geometries created by AutoForm TubeXpert R8 as well as to
imported tool geometries throughout all of the process operations. Since AutoForm TubeXpert R8 is based on
CAD surfaces technology, designs created can be easily exchanged with other CAx systems.
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The innovative 8-axis standard for intelligent metrology
CAM2’s Quantum 8-Axis is the only portable 8-axis solution available, ideal for the most complex noncontact 3D measurement and scanning applications. By combining CAM2 Arm Quantum or CAM2 ScanArm
Quantum portable solutions with an 8-axis system that allows the part to rotate in real time relative to the
arm, you can reduce scanning time by 40% for
even the most critical parts of large objects. With
a simple Plug and Play, users can also connect
the Prizm™ laser scanning probe, based on
green laser technology, to the arm for maximum
measurement consistency with and without
contact in any working environment.
The new CAM2 2020 software, which includes
improved performance, new features and a
subscription license option, completes the
hardware offering and enables Quantum 8-Axis
to provide a seamless, integrated experience and
greater control over the entire manufacturing
process at a reduced cost.
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SPECIAL MARK A PIPE

There can be many requirements that make it necessary to mark a pipe. Among these there are certainly
those closely related to production, but also those that are necessary in order to make the pieces
recognizable for a correct identification of even the smallest part. Nothing can be left to chance. In
this sector too, there is a continuous effort to find the most efficient solution possible. Solution is also
capable of significantly reducing costs. As it is easy to imagine, one of the aspects on which we work
the most is electronics combined with an increasing reduction of the equipment on which it relies. The
research for the realization of devices to be used also within Industry 4.0 companies is not neglected;
devices for which it is possible that the assistance can also be carried out through a remote control.
Another aspect on which the competition is obviously running is that which concerns an ever greater
reduction in execution times with the relative capacity also of a possible self-regulation able to take
into account the actual size of the tube to be marked. The marking of the tubes becomes an important
aspect even if only because it is able to become the vehicle of a potential indirect advertising always
offering the possibility to remember the name of the possible supplier on each piece. It is the details in
these times that make the difference. The more visible and recognizable the better.
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Compact Weldac: A small revolution
EFD Induction’s new Compact Weldac isn’t just the most compact tube
welder on the market, it is also the smartest, most efficient and ecofriendly – with low costs to boot.

SPECIAL MARK A PIPE

EFD INDUCTION

“The Compact Weldac gives you the well-known benefits of the
powerful, reliable Weldac tube welders, and then some!” declares Peter
Runeborg, Global Sales Director for Tube & Pipe. “First and foremost,
it is substantially smaller than its predecessor,” he says, dwarfing the
machine as he leans on the cabinet. “It is obviously easy to fit, but
more importantly, it’s even more efficient.” With output power of up to
300 kW, the Compact Weldac is short
circuit proof and has ultra-rapid power control. Utilizing the improved SiC
inverter technology gives an impressive 91% efficiency – 7% more than
previous systems and a whopping 35% more than vacuum tube converters.
The revolutionary design also boasts a communication platform that is ready
for Industry 4.0, enabling remote service and control.
“The Compact Weldac embodies how EFD Induction puts the customer
in focus,” says Runeborg. “The best technology and components available
guarantee unmatched up-time; the robust design means low maintenance and running costs,
and the high efficiency saves energy and reduces cooling water consumption. Of course, you
wouldn’t expect anything less from EFD Induction,” he smiles.

SOMAUT
SOMAUT Marking Solutions
Since 1975, SOMAUT has focused on designing and manufacturing marking
machines and equipment to identify the details that make up a product as well
as ensuring product quality and making the trademark known.
As competition rules the market regime, it is crucial that products keep
their respective identification permanently so as to stand out among many
apparently similar ones of a different manufacture.
Moreover, they should represent a subtle advertising form that constantly recalls the
manufacturer’s name.
The only convenient, economic and safe procedure for marking both small and
large items consists in printing the brand’s name or the references directly onto the
product.
A sector in which SOMAUT is highly specialized.
The sectors of use are quite diversified and range from the automotive to
electrical motors, from appliances to tooling, from taps to mechanical and
electromechanical constructions, to units to be incorporated in the assembling
machines, to plastic, wooden items, and many others.
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USED MACHINES ON STOCK

SMI BPR 54X2

CRIPPA PO 16

PUNCHING UNITS

BEMA REKORD 45 FCZ

BLM SWING

TAURING DELTA 60 CNC-I

RETROFIT
BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

CRIPPA 76

AFTER

BEMA BS 25X6

ALPIGNANO MARCO

Via Colgiansesco, 42 - 10091 Alpignano
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